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Reduced density-matrix functional theory
Reduced density matrix functional theory
Ψ(r1...rN)↔ γ(r, r
′)
γ(r, r′) = N
∫
d3r2...d3rNΨ∗(r′...rN)Ψ(r...rN)
Every ground-state observable is a functional of γ(r, r′)
Ground-state energy




[γ] + EH [γ] + Exc[γ]
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Reduced density-matrix functional theory






No non-interacting system due to idempotency
Minimize total energy with respect to occupation numbers and
natural orbitals
Approximations for Exc[γ] necessary
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Spin constancy
−








Spin constancy error ∆s = 2(EAs=0 − EAs=±Sz )
Dissociation error ∆d = EA2d=∞ − 2EAs=±Sz
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Fractional spin
Ensemble of the closest two integer-spin states, Sz = s+, s−
γ
s(r, r′) = ω γs
+
(r, r′) + (1− ω) γs−(r, r′)
ω = s+ − s = 1 + s− − s
Degenerate states
Total energy has to satisfy
E [γs] = E [γs+] = E [γs−]
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Fractional spin
Two ways to calculate total energy for fractional spin
1 Ensemble approach
Run calculation for Sz = s+, s−
Form γs according to ensemble




Fix particle numbers in each spin channel to obtain correct s
Run minimization of energy functional constraining the particle
number in each spin channel to these values
Exact functional yields the same results for both approaches
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Spin constancy of hydrogen
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Dissociation of H2 and spin constancy of H
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Spin constancy of lithium
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Dissociation of Li2 and spin constancy of Li
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Spin constancy of lithium
Functional ELi2d=∞ (Ha) 2ELiSz=0 (Ha) 2ELiSz=1/2 (Ha)
Müller −15.0646 −15.0645 −15.0191
GU −14.9356 −14.8743 −14.9290
BBC1 −14.9537 −14.9886 −14.9548
BBC2 −14.9438 −14.9675 −14.9519
BBC3 −14.9170 −14.9409 −14.9286
PNOF −14.8677 −14.8003 −14.9149
BBC++ −14.9486 −14.9793 −14.9452
AC3 −14.9087 −14.9136 −14.9211
Power −14.8978 −14.8977 −14.9054
ML −14.9252 −14.9244 −14.9310
Dissociation of Li dimer using various functionals
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Spinor functional






aj(r) and bj(r) are natural orbitals to the same occupation











singlet: aj(r) = ϕj↑(r), bj(r) = ϕj↓(r)
triplet: aj(r) = ϕj(r), bj(r) = ϕ∗j (r)
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Conclusions
Spin constancy
Dissociation into open-shell fragments suffers from
spin-constancy error
All tested functionals violate spin constancy
Spinor functional
Exact functional for general two-electron state known
Construct approximations along the same lines as for the
singlet case
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